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General information

Organisation
This handbook groups products by logi-
cal
category such as walls, worksurfaces,
storage etc. Within the groups, products
are listed in a logical order as far as
possible, the sequence being deter-
mined
by the need to keep products of a similar
appearance together, since the natural
way to seek a product in the handbook is
by reference to the illustrations.

How to specify a product
This number in itself is not always
sufficient to specify a product, because
it may be necessary to add codes for
certain options or finishes. The complete
reference that specifies a complete
product, including all options relating to
it, is called the ‘order code’. The order
code is of variable length, depending on
the number of options required. Make a
correct and complete order code for a
product, match your number with the
example to ensure that you have not
forgotten or added an option.

Weights
Weights of products may be obtained on
request from Herman Miller’s customer
services department.

Dimensions and abbreviations
All dimensions are shown in millimeters.
The following abbreviations are used:
h: height, w: width, d: depth,
Ø: diameter

Note: the width of a product is the
distance side to side while its depth is
the distance front to back. This can
occasionally be confusing in the case of
drawers or shelves.

A commitment to quality
For details of the Herman Miller warranty,
please go to
http://globaldealers.hermanmiller.com/
about-us/warranty

Delivery times
Visit www.hmeuronet.com for the latest
Leadtime Statement. If you do not
currently have access to the site please
contact customer services.

Ordering information
All orders must be given in writing by
letter, fax, email or EOS, in order to
avoid error or duplication. Telephone
orders will not be accepted.   
   

Conditions of sale
Terms and Conditions of sale are
available on request. Herman Miller’s (or
our approved dealer’s) acknowledge-
ment
form will confirm delivery dates and will
form the basis of our mutual contract.

Technical improvements
The information in this handbook is
believed correct at the time of
publication. In line with Herman Miller’s
policy of continuing product
improvement, the right is reserved to
make changes in technical specification
without notice.

Colour variations
Herman Miller takes great care in the
selection of materials for all its products,
but does not have control over the
natural variations that occur in leather,
wood and to a lesser extent fabrics. The
company warranty does not therefore
extend to matching colour, grain or
texture of these materials beyond
normal commercial tolerances. All types
of coloured material when exposed to
ultraviolet light (such as sunlight) may
be subject to fading.

Customer’s own material
Use of customer’s own material must be
approved by the company prior to
acceptance of order. Material must be
delivered prepaid to Herman Miller or
your Herman Miller dealer, fully identified
with the customer’s order number, and
the Herman Miller reference numbers of
the item(s) for which the material is
intended. Except if otherwise stated,
requirements for customer’s own
material are based on w1370 fabric.
Contact Herman Miller customer services
department for confirmation of exact
number of meters required.

Additional fabric may be required if
pattern matching is needed. Stripes will
run vertically unless otherwise specified.
If customer’s own material is difficult
to apply, or if customer’s own leather is
supplied, or if product must be
modified, extra charges will be made,
and the company reserves the right to
cancel an order at any time if
customer’s own material is inadequate
for any reason.

Swatching
All Herman Miller swatches are
representative samples taken from actual
materials used for production purposes.
They are therefore within commercial
tolerances but should not be regarded as
colour standards.

‘Finishes’
This term is used to describe a number
of materials and colour application
methods, for example painted metals,
self coloured extrusions and moulded
plastics, etc. It is not practical to swatch
every different type of these ‘hard
finishes’ and they are represented in the
Herman Miller swatching programme by
the use of coated papers. These samples
are chromatically accurate within normal
commercial tolerances but obviously
cannot represent the slightly differing
appearance of a colour when applied to
materials with different surface textures.

Gloss levels
Herman Miller subtly alters gloss levels 
of
painted finishes for optimum effect and,
again, the appearance of a ‘finish’ 
swatch
may not always correspond to the exact
gloss level of the end product. Where a
variety of gloss levels are used for the
same colour, this is generally indicated
on the swatch label. The difference in
underlying material and in the gloss level
variations described in the paragraphs
above do not generally pose any
difficulty in the normal use of swatching
for colour referencing purposes.

Customer’s Own Image (COI)
For COI, please refer to
http://globaldealers.hermanmiller.com/
COI.
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T-Desk is a family of free standing height adjustable desk products
delivering innovative design, high performance and manufactured
quality consistent with Herman Miller brand. These desks are
mobile and can be moved around by the user without any help.

T1 Desks are is the entry level model it provides an inexpensive
way to get a stylish height adjustable desk but lacks the
integrated power options and cable management of T2

Electric Sit To Stand 650mm to 1250mm.

Description

T120.T1
Rectangular Desk
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T120.0812LS 4243

T120.0816LS 4290

T120.0815LS 4279

T120.0814LS 4267

T120.0712LS 4218

T120.0716LS 4268

T120.0715LS 4258

T120.0714LS 4247

Product List Prices ($)

Prices

T120.

L Laminate

4 Surface Type

S Straight

5 Edge Type

16 1600 mm
15 1500 mm
14 1400 mm
12 1200 mm

3 Width

20. Rectangular-Electric sit-to-
stand

1 Type

08 800 mm
07 700 mm

2 Depth

T1__

F31 Pale Turquoise
F30 Cherry Blossom
F18 Elm
F15 Couture wood naturelle
F14 Spicemaple wirebrush
F09 Classic walnut
F08 Legno fineline
F06 Wild cherry
F05 Lincoln walnut
F04 Maple
F03 Graphite
8Q Folkstone grey
91

Surface Type: Laminate
White

9 Worksurface Finish (A)

2C 2 Castors
4C 4 Castors

6 Castors

0G 0 Gang

7 Power management

CUK CMS - HK/Singapore
CCN CMS - China
CAU CMS - Australia
BJP Byrne - Japan

8 Country

G1 Graphite
91 White

10 Body Finish (B)

IE Yellow
TRQ Turquoise
79 Green apple
BK Black
G1 Graphite
SG Slate grey
8Q Folkstone grey
91 White

11 Accent Finish (C)

NPET03 Soft gray
NPET02 Graphite

12 Foot Mat Finish (D)

Example

0712LS 4C 0G BJP 91 91 91 NPET02

Specification
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T-Desk is a family of free standing height adjustable desk products
delivering innovative design, high performance and manufactured
quality consistent with Herman Miller brand. These desks are
mobile and can be moved around by the user without any help.

T2 provides stylish looks with advanced power and cable
management that hides the cabling under the desk and bring
power up through the legs. It also provides users with the power
console to hold and assist in charging their gadgets.

Electric Sit To Stand 650mm to 1250mm

Description

T220.T2
Rectangular Desk
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T220.0812LS 4314

T220.0816LS 4361

T220.0815LS 4350

T220.0814LS 4338

T220.0712LS 4289

T220.0716LS 4339

T220.0715LS 4329

T220.0714LS 4318

Product List Prices ($)

Prices

T220.

L Laminate

4 Surface Type

S Straight

5 Edge Type

16 1600 mm
15 1500 mm
14 1400 mm
12 1200 mm

3 Width

Rectangular-Electric sit-to-
stand

1 Type

08 800 mm
07 700 mm

2 Depth

T2__

2G 2 Gang

7 Power management
2C 2 Castors
4C 4 Castors

6 Castors

F31 Pale Turquoise
F30 Cherry Blossom
F18 Elm
F15 Couture wood naturelle
F14 Spicemaple wirebrush
F09 Classic walnut
F08 Legno fineline
F06 Wild cherry
F05 Lincoln walnut
F04 Maple
F03 Graphite
8Q Folkstone grey
91

Surface Type: Laminate
White

9 Worksurface Finish (A)
CUK CMS - HK/Singapore
CCN CMS - China
CAU CMS - Australia
BJP Byrne - Japan

8 Country

NPET03 Soft gray
NPET02 Graphite

12 Foot Mat Finish (D)
IE Yellow
TRQ Turquoise
79 Green apple
BK Black
G1 Graphite
SG Slate grey
8Q Folkstone grey
91 White

11 Accent Finish (C)

IE Yellow
TRQ Turquoise
79 Green apple
BK Black
G1 Graphite
91 White

14 Power Console Finish (F)
NPET03 Soft gray
NPET02 Graphite

13 Interior Finish (E)

G1 Graphite
91 White

10 Body Finish (B)

Example

0712LS 4C 2G BJP 91 91 91 NPET02 NPET02 91

Specification



For more information about our
products and services or to see a
list of dealers, please visit us at:
www.hermanmiller.com/worldwide
or call +44 845 2267201

Herman Miller and Y are registered
trademarks of Herman Miller, Inc.


